UTAH HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION DRILL TEAM COMPETITION

2020-2021 SHOW
ROUTINE CONTENT 2A
Show routines will include the following performance (dance) genre’s designated by classification: 2A (Hip Hop, Kick, Pom) 3A (Hip
Hop, Character, Prop) 4A (Hip Hop, Character, Kick) 5A (Hip Hop, Character and Prop) 6A (Hip Hop, Character and Prop)
This is a category meant to spotlight your team’s strengths and to allow teams to put the most entertaining and creative material on the
floor. All three genre’s need to be clearly demonstrated and developed. PROP GUIDELINES FOR FLOOR JUDGE: Genre’s that
allow Props can be manipulated during the routine. Props shall not be used or combined to create scenery, backdrops or sets. Props
must be carried on and off the floor with the assistance of one individual drill team members who is performing in the routine. (see
drill guidelines)

School: ___________________________________ Classification:

6A

5A

4A

3A

2A

1A

Competition: ______________________________ Date: ____________ Location: ______________________
SCORING CATEGORIES
HIP HOP is a high energy routine with contracted dance movements to a bass beat with tempo variations. Pop
and lock techniques, break dancing and other high energy dance styles can be choreographed into the routine.
Props(excluding poms)/backdrop/sets are prohibited.


POINTS

SCORE

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3

GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

KICK: The focus of this category is KICK and the emphasis is on technique, style, variety of kicks and presentation.
The choreography shall include a variety of kicks that may include, but is not limited to, high kicks, low kicks,
diagonal kicks, fan kicks, jump kicks, flat kicks, walk kicks, etc. Precision, timing, control, technique, and
uniformity of height are to be emphasized. The movement, music, and uniform may be thematic (i.e. Latin music,
Latin costumes), but cannot carry a storyline. Props(excluding poms)/backdrop/sets are prohibited.

5

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3



GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5
POM:. Pom routines should contain the following important characteristics: synchronization, visual effects, clear
and precise motions, strong pom technical skills (pass, toss, levels etc.), and the incorporation of dance technical
elements. Poms should be the focal point during this segment of the show choreography.

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4



GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

Good = 3
Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

OVERALL IMPRESSION/ENTERTAINMENT VALUE:

5

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3

Notes:

Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5

Total Points

20

Judge’s Signature ___________________________________________________________________

Tabulator’s Signature ________________________________________________________________
revised 7/7/20

UTAH HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION DRILL TEAM COMPETITION

2020-2021 SHOW
ROUTINE CONTENT 4A
Show routines will include the following performance (dance) genre’s designated by classification: 2A (Hip Hop, Kick, Pom) 3A (Hip
Hop, Character, Prop) 4A (Hip Hop, Character, Kick) 5A (Hip Hop, Character and Prop) 6A (Hip Hop, Character and Prop)
This is a category meant to spotlight your team’s strengths and to allow teams to put the most entertaining and creative material on the
floor. All three genre’s need to be clearly demonstrated and developed. PROP GUIDELINES FOR FLOOR JUDGE: Props can be
manipulated during the routine. Props shall not be used or combined to create scenery, backdrops or sets. Props must be carried on
and off the floor with the assistance of one individual drill team members who is performing in the routine. (see drill guidelines)

School: ___________________________________ Classification:

6A

5A

4A

3A

2A

1A

Competition: ______________________________ Date: ____________ Location: ______________________
SCORING CATEGORIES
HIP HOP is a high energy routine with contracted dance movements to a bass beat with tempo variations. Pop
and lock techniques, break dancing and other high energy dance styles can be choreographed into the routine.

POINTS

SCORE

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4



GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

Good = 3
Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

CHARACTER: The emphasis and focus of this thematic routine shall be the development and portrayal of a
character (real or fictional) through creative choreography and movement. Music and costuming should
complement and enhance the portrayal of the character. The routine may include theme development, musical
interpretation and use of props. Backdrops/sets, stages, and scenery are prohibited.


GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

5

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3
Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5
KICK: The focus of this category is KICK and the emphasis is on technique, style, variety of kicks and presentation.
The choreography shall include a variety of kicks that may include, but is not limited to, high kicks, low kicks,
diagonal kicks, fan kicks, jump kicks, flat kicks, walk kicks, etc. Precision, timing, control, technique, and
uniformity of height are to be emphasized. The movement, music, and uniform may be thematic (i.e. Latin music,
Latin costumes). Backdrop/sets are prohibited.


GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3
Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

Notes:

OVERALL IMPRESSION/ENTERTAINMENT VALUE:

5

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3

Notes:

Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5

Total Points

20

Judge’s Signature ___________________________________________________________________

Tabulator’s Signature ________________________________________________________________
revised 4/22/20

UTAH HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION DRILL TEAM COMPETITION

2020-2021 SHOW
ROUTINE CONTENT 3A, 5A & 6A
Show routines will include the following performance (dance) genre’s designated by classification: 2A (Hip Hop, Kick, Pom) 3A (Hip
Hop, Character, Prop) 4A (Hip Hop, Character, Kick) 5A (Hip Hop, Character and Prop) 6A (Hip Hop, Character and Prop)
This is a category meant to spotlight your team’s strengths and to allow teams to put the most entertaining and creative material on the
floor. All three genre’s need to be clearly demonstrated and developed. PROP GUIDELINES FOR FLOOR JUDGE: Props can be
manipulated during the routine. Props shall not be used or combined to create scenery, backdrops or sets. Props must be carried on
and off the floor with the assistance of one individual drill team members who is performing in the routine. (see drill guidelines)

School: ___________________________________ Classification:

6A

5A

4A

3A

2A

1A

Competition: ______________________________ Date: ____________ Location: ______________________
SCORING CATEGORIES
HIP HOP is a high energy routine with contracted dance movements to a bass beat with tempo variations. Pop
and lock techniques, break dancing and other high energy dance styles can be choreographed into the routine.

POINTS

SCORE

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4



GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

Good = 3
Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

CHARACTER: The emphasis and focus of this thematic routine shall be the development and portrayal of a
character (real or fictional) through creative choreography and movement. Music and costuming should
complement and enhance the portrayal of the character. The routine may include theme development, musical
interpretation and use of props. Backdrops/sets, stages, and scenery are prohibited.


GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

5

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3
Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5
PROP: Prop is a routine with emphasis on the utilization and/or movement of the prop(s) throughout the
majority of the prop segment. The prop must be the focal point during this segment in the show routine. Your
costume could be considered your prop if being maneuvered by the performer's hands, arms, legs, or feet.
Routine should be visual and entertaining.

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3



GENRE’S DEMONSTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT WAS ENOUGH CONTENT TO COMPLETE THE CATEGORY
DEFINITION

Notes:

OVERALL IMPRESSION/ENTERTAINMENT VALUE:

Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5

Superior = 5
Excellent = 4
Good = 3

Notes:

Fair = 2
Poor = 0-1

5

Total Points

20

Judge’s Signature ___________________________________________________________________

Tabulator’s Signature ________________________________________________________________
revised 4/22/20

